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of a supervisory control and data acquisition system, which
in turn is connected to an enterprise network or energy
management system. Managers and engineers of energy
management system are allowed to operate networked
devices and, when necessary, revise or update their settings
or firmware. The advantages afforded by remote access
has necessitated the use of Internet and wireless networks,
and subsequently, data and control networks are no longer
“air-gapped” but are connected to the network. This open
connectivity has resulted in an increase in security
vulnerabilities [2].
Unfortunately, the cybersecurity
measures developed for detecting and preventing attacks
do not work perfectly and are poor against new attacks
vectors and viruses.
As a countermeasure for the networked control systems,
a diversified control system was proposed so that a control
system becomes fail-safe and cyber-robust even under
compromised situations. Subsequently, the proposed new
system was tested in simplified lab hardware setup with a
staged remote access attack, and the experimentation has
demonstrated its resilience and fail-operate characteristics
[3]. This paper focuses on the further validation of the new
control system architecture on a cybersecurity testbed.
The arrangement of the paper is made as follows.
Section 2 discusses about the present control systems and
their vulnerabilities. In Section 3, we brief on the new
control system architecture which aims to be insensitive to
the cyber activities. Section 4 details about a cybersecurity
testbed DeterLab and our simulation of the new networked
control system. Then Section 5 concludes the paper.

Abstract
This paper focuses on the vulnerability of cyber-attacks
to the open, connected control systems engaged in safetycritical applications and on the resilience of a newly
proposed control system which is principled around
diversity in hardware architecture. Our research has
conducted vulnerability assessment of the existing control
systems and validation of resilience of the new control
system using two methods: lab hardware experiment and
network simulation. This paper reports the result of the
network simulation on a cybersecurity testbed, DeterLab.
The paper briefs first on the architecture of the diversified
computer control system and then details the cybersecurity
testbed simulations for existing and new control systems
presumably deployed for power substation applications.
The DeterLab simulation demonstrates the cyber-resilient
and fail-operate characteristics of the new diversifiedhardware control system against cyber-attacks.

1 Introduction
The rapid spread control systems on open network
architecture provide the benefit of operational
convenience; however, unfortunately, it opens the door for
malicious attacks, a success of which would mean a
harmful access into the firmware and control functions,
and consequently jeopardize the safe and normal operation
of the application and threaten the public safety. Securing
the network and communication to which these devices are
interfaced are a great challenge for a safe and reliable
operation of networked control systems.
One important application area of networked control
system is nation’s power grid which has evolved to a
“smart grid”, in which computer and communication
technologies are being deployed rapidly to monitor and
control generation, distribution, and consumption of
electric power [1]. Examples of these monitoring and
control devices include smart meters, phasor measurement
units, and computer relays. Computer relays read from
sensors of voltage and/or current and signal for controlling
circuit breaker opening or closing. These intelligent
electronic devices are networked, as remote terminal units
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2 Existing Networked Control System
As computer and communication technologies have
transformed once stand-alone devices to Internet-based
networked control systems, major components in the
smart-grid substation systems have become highly
sophisticated with advanced operations and remote control
functions. However, some of the newly developed
communication networks have many flaws in security
within its structure including weak encryption for user
authentication [4, 5] and exposure to denial of service
attacks. In addition, the two-way communication methods
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adopted in the devices poses additional vulnerabilities of
infiltration to the system.
A simplified representation of the existing control
system in a power station is illustrated in Figure 1. The
corporate-level energy management system (EMS) is
connected to the substation via the Internet. The
communication serve in the substation network connects
the substation devices to the Internet. The EMS monitors
multiple substations, and off-site managers and
engineering staff can remotely login and access the
substation system to control and monitor the substation
devices such as digital relays.

make a control system cyber-robust and fail-operate
against cyber-attacks which are assumed to compromise all
the cybersecurity barriers implemented for the devices and
networks [3]. The principle applied to the new system is
centered on two principles: diversified redundancy in
hardware and software; and unidirectional network
connection from the control systems to the corporate-level
network. A schematic of the diversified control system
architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 1. A simplified representation of the existing
networked control system for power substation.
The digital relay (RELAY) in the figure is usually
built on a computer which executes a program that is coded
for specific functions. If the relay is programmed to be an
overcurrent protective device, it reads the current level
from the current sensor (S) and, by the programmed
threshold setting, sends out an actuation command to the
circuit breaker (CB) to open or close.
As for vulnerability, the access of the manager/engineer
via Internet to the substation is the primary entry point for
attack.
After gaining the login credentials of the
communication server, the attacker easily accesses the
relay and may alter, for example, the threshold setting,
which may cause an unintended operation for the
substation. It would also have a direct impact on much
wider power network as the unmet customer load of the
compromised substation would have to be redistributed
from other power stations. This possibility of ripple effect
calls to mind Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s
finding that the U. S. could suffer a coast-to-coast blackout
if just nine out of the country’s 55,000 transmission
substations were knocked out on a summer day [6].

Figure 2. Diversified architecture for new networked
control system for power substation.
The new system contains, in addition to the existing
primary networked processor-based relay, a new secondary
isolated relay which functions, in sensing the current level
and generating signals for CB operation, the same as the
primary relay but is built on different hardware such as
field programmable gate array (FPGA) and on wired-code
environment. In addition, there is a supervising controller
(“Supervisor”)which is built on either a processor-based or
a hard-wire system. The Supervisor is also isolated from
the network and is in charge of the eventual control of the
CB. For CB actuation, the Supervisor monitors the CB
control signals of both relays and decides if either one is
wrong or not corresponding to an expected output based on
the database server which collects normal operational
current levels and corresponding CB operations.
If the Supervisor determines that the output from the
primary relay is incorrect, it selects for correct CB
operation that of the secondary relay, and at the same time,
it sends a warning message to the EMS via a unidirectional
communication network (via fiber-optic cable for instance)
as this is indicative of a cyber-attack and infiltration to the
primary relay. The unidirectional communication measure
inherently blocks any possibility of receipt of any external
command and of acting on such command [7]. More
details about this new networked control system are found

3 New Diversified Networked Control
Systems
The new networked control system conceptualized and
tested in a lab experiment setup was first conceived to
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inn the referencee [3]. The nex
xt section detaiils the DeterLaab
testbed experim
ments for the ex
xisting and the new networkeed
ccontrol systemss and their anallyses.

Afterr the above steep, the connecttion is establisshed, and a
terminnal window is opened whichh indicates connnection to
the SS
SH target, DeteerLab's "users" machine [12]..
Thee final step is to connect too the remote G
GUI access
port oof Windows m
machines withh a remote G
GUI access
client,, such as Remoote Desktop. A
After opening the remote
desktoop from a locaal machine, ann IP address annd the port
numbeer is entered too the “Computeer” field as folllows:
Comp uter: 127.
.0.0.1:6789
User Name: Non
ne Specified

44. Validatiion in Cyb
bersecurity
y Testbed
44.1 DeterLa
ab
For the verifiication via softtware simulatio
on, we decide to
t
uuse a cyberseccurity testbed known as DeterLab
D
(cybeer
D
DEfense Techn
nology Experim
mental Researrch Laboratory
y).
D
DeterLab is a test faciliity for cond
ducting criticaal
ccybersecurity experimentatio
e
on and educatiional exercises.
IIt emulates reaal world compllexity and prov
vides capabilitty
too research, exp
periment, and test cyber-attaccks and defensse
technologies [8
8]. It providees over 400 computer nodes,
w
with up to 10 network
n
interffaces per node, each of whicch
ccan support multiple app
paratus elemeents by usin
ng
vvirtualization techniques
t
[9]. In a 2013 statistics, out of
o
2209 active projjects, six relatte to power grrid projects an
nd
tw
wo to control systems
s
[10].
To create a DeterLab ex
xperiment, thee NS (Networrk
S
Simulator) forrmat is used to describe th
he topology in
i
ssetting nodes, defining links and the LAN
N which connecct
thhe nodes with specified band
dwidth, latency
y, and que typee,
aand specifying operating sysstems in the nodes.
n
The NS
N
aalso allows protocol
p
options to route communicatio
on
aamong the nodes. In order to
o run desired experiments,
e
th
he
nnodes are to bee accessed rem
motely from a lo
ocal machine to
t
vview and maniipulate or install software on
o the DeterLaab
nnodes.
Connection to the nodes is done using Secure Sheell
((SSH) in conjjunction with Windows Reemote Deskto
op
C
Connection client [11]. Fo
or remote conn
nection, we usse
P
Putty, a free SS
SH client, for this
t experimen
nt, to establish a
fforwarding tunn
nel to the remo
ote GUI accesss port (3389, th
he
pport that Wind
dows uses forr remote GUI access) on th
he
taarget Window
ws machine. A chosen port number on th
he
loocal machine (6789) is correesponded to port 3389 on th
he
rremote machinee using port forwarding.
Here is how to set up for tunneling
t
and port
p forwardin
ng
((local 6789 to remote 3389) using Putty to
o connect to th
he
nnodes of the DeterLab
D
expeeriment using remote deskto
op
cconnection on Microsoft
M
Win
ndows. To conffigure Putty, th
he
ffollowing is ty
yped under thee Host Name box of Sessio
on
taab:
u
users.isi.deterlab.n
net

Theen the Window
ws login dialogg of the remotee computer
appearrs in the locaal machine, annd login is acccomplished
using the Window
ws username and passworrd of the
machiine. After this Deter nodes aare accessed as if they are
locateed in the locaal machine. The home ddirectory is
autom
matically mountted via Network File System
m (NFS) on
every node in thee experiment as well as tthe project
directoory during sw
wap-in. Files arre uploaded too the Deter
host (u
users.isi.
.deterlab.n
net) using Secure copy
(SCP)) or SSH File Transfer Protocol (SF
FTP) [13].
WinSC
CP, a free SCP/SFTP cllient, is usedd for this
experiiment.

4.2 DeterLab Experimeent
Conttrol System

with

Existing

To build an expperiment for the existing networked
controol system, we start with moddeling of the ssystem and
then ccreate a user iinterface to shhow the respoonse of the
system
m under cyber--attacks. The network topollogy of the
system
m modelled in DeterLab is illlustrated in Figgure 3. We
repressent the EMS, tthe communicaation network server, and
the pprimary relayy as the ffollowing threee nodes,
respecctively, conneccted through LAN to Interrnet: EMS
node, Router node, aand Relay nodde. Since this is a virtual
Class-A IP
enviroonment, all nnodes are reseerved with C
addressses. The Rellay has a softw
ware code to w
work as an
overcuurrent relay wiith a threshold setting.

A
And on the “S
SSH>Tunnels”” tab, 6789 is
i typed in th
he
““Source port”” field, the following prroject (for th
he
eexperimentation
n) and port iss typed in thee “Destination
n”
ffield:
Figuree 3. Existing coontrol system ttopology on DeeterLab.

E
EMS.proposed
d.scada-sc.isi.deterla
ab.net:3389
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Although the
t DeterLab's topology show
ws as if each of
o
thhe three devices in the substtation has an IP
I address, onlly
thhe EMS is paart of the TCP
P/IP network with
w the addresss
110.1.1.2. Two
o additional network devices in the topolog
gy
aare the Intruderr node with an IP address of 10.1.1.5 and th
he
E
Engineer with an address off 10.1.1.3 for the purpose of
o
sstaging attacks.. The operating
g system for eaach of the nodees
inn the network topology is sett with Microsoft Windows.
The sensor (S) and the circuit
c
breakerr (CB) are no
ot
sshown in the neetwork topolog
gy because they are physicallly
cconnected to th
he Relay witho
out communicaating directly to
t
thhe Router. It is impossiblee in DeterLab environment to
t
innclude non-neetwork devices to the experim
ment; thereforee,
thhe reading fro
om the sensorr is entered manually
m
in th
he
eexperiment. This
T
is the reason why we
w need a useer
innterface. Sim
milarly, the op
peration of thee CB is show
wn
thhrough the useer interface.
The user intterface is deveeloped using Visual
V
Basic on
o
thhe EMS, to which
w
the Engiineer has legittimate access to
t
thhe Relay for threshold settiing and otherss. The interfacce
ccode examines the Relay settting and readss the sensor viia
m
manually enteered values. It also disp
plays the CB
B
ooperational status determined
d by the Relay
y.
Figure 4
illlustrates a useer interface scrreen which shows, at the top
p,
thhe threshold value
v
setting/display window
w and executio
on
bbutton of the setting to the Relay.
R
Below are the window
w
inn the left for manually
m
entering a sensor vaalue, and the on
ne
inn right for disp
playing the CB operation com
mmand.

machine. If
controol the server, hhe launches thee client on his m
the reemote computeer is powered up and conneccted to the
Internnet, then controolling is possiblle.
Thiss DeterLab expperiment consiiders a scenariio in which
a neglligent engineeer who has thee authority to access the
EMS computer exeecutes a prograam that coverrtly installs
the seerver module oof the RAT onn the Engineer computer.
Furtheer, an attackerr connects to the Engineerr computer
wheree the server moodule is installled, the hackerr can easily
accesss the EMS annd modify the setting and eexecute the
alteredd setting to thee Relay. The ffollowing screeen display
showss, after creating a tunnel usinng Putty and fforwarding
the deesired ports as ddiscussed abovve, the infiltraation by the
RAT in the DeteerLab experim
mentation, in which an
attackker in his locall machine (IP 192.168.1.1200) attempts
to conntrol the Engineeer (IP 10.1.1.33):
>ipco nfig
Ether
rnet adapter Local Area C
Connection 10
0:
Conne ction-specif
fic DBS Suffi
ix: isi.deter
rlab.net
IP Ad
ddress: 192.1
168.1.120
Ether
rnet adapter Local Area C
Connection 6:
:
Conne ction-specif
fic DBS Suffi
ix:
IP Ad
ddress: 10.1. 1.3

Now
w the attackeer accesses thhe EMS from
m the local
machiine and subssequently alterrs the settingg for CB
operattion, for exampple, from 200 [[A] to 150 [A]..
Usinng the user iinterface illusstrated in Figuure 4, we
explaiin how the CB
B operation is faltered by thhe hacker's
modiffication of thhe setting. Ass shown in tthe Sensor
windoow, the readinng of the senssor is 180 [A] which is
manuaally entered for testing; therefore, thhe correct
operattion of CB byy the Relay is to be remaineed CLOSE.
Howeever, because oof the altered setting for CB
B OPEN at
150 [A
A] from the atttack as displayyed in the top w
window, at
the noormal current level of 180 [[A], the Relayy sends out
OPEN
N signal to thee CB as indicated in the boottom right
windoow.
Thee above exampple is a comm
mon type of cyyber-attack
whichh can disrupt eexisting controll systems. A hhacker can
easily adapt this or similar approaach to infiltratee any basic
singlee-unit networkeed devices.

F
Figure 4. User interface for a sensor and Relay status.
Staging an atttack to the neetwork and corruptly changin
ng
thhe CB operational threshold
d of the Relay by the Intrudeer
inn the network
k simulates an
a ill-intention
ned individuall's
uunauthorized control
c
over th
he system. Th
he Intruder maay
uuse a Remote Administrative
A
Tool (RAT) and
a infiltrate th
he
ssystem and change
c
Relay configuration
n files on th
he
E
Engineer for illlicit modificatiion of CB opeerational setting
g.
R
RAT is classifi
fied as a virus called Trojan horse program
m,
w
which typically
y carry payloaads or other malicious
m
action
ns
thhat range from
m the mildly annoying to the irreparablly
ddestructive. They may mo
odify system settings
s
to staart
aautomatically [14].
A RAT is used in the follow
wing common structure: it haas
bboth a client (installed
(
on th
he intruder’s machine)
m
and a
sserver module (installed on the victim’s machine). Th
he
sserver has a process that initiializes as the system
s
boots up
u
aand keeps runn
ning in the back
kground, waitin
ng for the clien
nt
too connect. Wh
hen the intruderr wants to remo
otely manage or
o

4.3 D
DeterLab Exxperiment w
with New Syystem
Thee DeterLab exxperimentation for the new diversified
controol system is peerformed similarly. The new
w system is
modellled in to a hetterogeneous neetwork topologgy with two
additioonal devices: tthe secondary rrelay and the S
Supervisor.
Also, to the existting communnication netwoork which
conneects the primarry relay, a neew network is added for
Supervvisor network which connects the Supervissor and the
Databbase. Figure 5 illustrates the DeterLabb network
topoloogy for the new
w control system
m.
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m experiment, a hacker in hhis machine acccesses the
system
EMS computer and then modifiess the relay settting of the
primarry relay from
m 200 [A] to 150 [A] and clicks the
buttonn for executionn. Then, the nnormal loadingg condition
of 18 0 [A] would make the priimary relay eerroneously
producce "OPEN" coommand for thee CB. On the oother hand,
the seecondary Relayy which keepss the correct thhreshold of
200 [A
A] would produce the correect "CLOSE" command.
The S
Supervisor backked by the noormal operationn Database
wouldd select the seecondary relayy’s CB commaand as the
actuattion signal CB operation. Annd the supervissor’s action
is dispplayed in the pop-up windoow in the useer interface
with thhe following m
message:
NETWO
ORK RELAY D
DOWN. SWITCH
HING TO FPGA
A RELAY

Sim
multaneously, thhe supervisor ssends alert to tthe EMS of
the coompromise in pprimary relay. For this comm
munication
requirrement from th
the Supervisorr to EMS, an additional
featuree is developedd utilizing a ssocket program
m [18], by
whichh a message is transferred ass a file. The pprogram is
compoosed of two parts: a serveer (fileserv.exe in
EMS)) and a client (fileclien
nt.exe in Supervisor).
Whenn the client coonnects to the server, it sennds the file
name and the file coontents, and thhe server, afterr accepting
the coonnection from
m the client tthrough a speecific port,
receivves the file naame, creates a file with the given file
name,, receives the ffile contents, aand writes the ccontents to
the creeated file.
To execute the prrogram at the sserver (EMS), on a DOS
comm
mand prompt, the commaand "fileserv.eexe <port
numbeer>” is to be eentered as, forr example, shoown below
for poort number 89007:

F
Figure 5: DeterrLab topology for new contro
ol system.
As with the existing systeem, EMS is co
onnected to th
he
IInternet, and th
he primary relay (REL) is connected to th
he
IInternet via a firewall (FW1). The supeervisor networrk
((SN) connectss the Superviisor (SUP wiith IP Addresss
110.1.1.4) and database
d
comp
puter (DB) to the Internet viia
aanother firewaall (FW2). As
A before all nodes
n
are witth
W
Windows operaating system. The sensor, the
t CB, and th
he
ssecondary relay
y of FPGA are isolated from the network, so
s
thhey are not rep
presented in th
he topology. Their
T
values an
nd
rresponses are simulated with
w
a slightly
y revised useer
innterface from
m the one used for the existing
e
system
m
eexperiment.

C:\r eports>fil
leserv.exe 8907
On the client side (Supervvisor), the command
“filecllient.exe” <IP address of destination compuuter> <port
numbeer> <file namee> is to be enttered as, for example, as
shownn below for IIP address 100.1.2.2 of E
EMS, port
numbeer 8907, and the file namee PrimaryRelayyDown.txt.
Then a message is ddisplayed for thhe transfer:
C:\re
eports>fileclient.exe 10.1.2.2 8907
Pr
rimaryRelay
yDown.txt
File name is: P
PrimaryRelay
yDown.txt
Prima
aryRelayDow
wn.txt was s
sent

F
Figure 6. Useer Interface Developed
D
for the Diversifieed
C
Control System
m
The new useer interface as illustrated in Figure 6, add
ds
tw
wo relay resp
ponse window
ws for CB opeeration and th
he
S
Supervisor’s window
w
for CB
B control selecction. The to
op
w
window for setting
s
alterattion and the primary relaay
eexecution butto
on are remaineed the same. The small pop
puup window justt below the seccondary relay window will be
b
eexplained shorttly.
Now using Figure
F
6, we explain how the
t new contro
ol
ssystem survivees under a cybeer-attack. Let’s assume thaat,
bby the same procedure of th
he RAT used for the existin
ng

Then, on the server (EMS) side, tthe following m
message is
displaayed:
Mess age receiv
ved
Now the last featuure further appplied for thee DeterLab
experiiment is to maake the messagge transfer uniidirectional
so thaat there is no chance of innfiltrating the Supervisor
from ooutside. For thhis purpose, w
we use Window
ws Firewall
and bblock all the pports and appllications exceppt for port
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would connect sensors, actuators, and the secondary
controller with DeterLab so that the entire system works
online without any manual intervention in experiments.

8907, the port that is used to send the message to the EMS
as illustrated above.
To allow only port 8907 on the tab of "Add a Port" in the
Windows Firewall on the Supervisor, we type the name for
the port and the port number as follows:
Name: SUP-Message
Port Number: 8907
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Then in the "Exceptions" tab of the Windows Firewall, we
select only the above typed name.
We can see the effect of the above Firewall
configuration first in trying to connect to the Supervisor
and second in pinging to the supervisor. In the first case,
when a computer tries to connect to the Supervisor, the
connection is denied with the following message:
Remote Desktop Disconnected
This computer can't connect to the remote
computer

In the second case, when a computer pings to the
Supervisor, its pinging is denied with the following
message:
C:\Documents and Settings\karwil>ping sup
Pinging SUP-SN [10.1.1.4] with 32 bytes of data:
Request timed out.
Request timed out.
Request timed out.
Request timed out.
Ping statistics for 10.1.1.4:
Packets: Sent= 4, Received= 0, Lost= 4 <100%
Loss>

However, using Windows Firewall blocking all other
ports except for port 8907 for unidirectional warning
message transfer provides just a partial solution, because
there is no capability of controlling inbound traffic through
that port. The communication from the EMS to Supervisor
may still be possible if the hacker discovers that port 8907
is open.

5 Conclusions
For a validation of the new networked control system,
we use DeterLab environment and its network topology
modeling, and conduct experiments. In addition to the
DeterLab resources, other tools such as socket program,
user interface, and Windows Firewalls are applied to
include both networks and isolated components and
unidirectional message transmission. RAT is used for
staging attacks in the experiments. The experiments
demonstrate how the new control system, with its
secondary, isolated relay of FPGA and the supervisor's
monitoring, maintains the normal operation when the
primary relay is compromised by the remote attack.
Currently we are working to develop an interface which
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